What is Find it?

The **Find it** link may locate the full text of a journal article when you are searching Library databases. The full text of a journal article can be found if the Library has access to the journal online. For example, searching for an article by Feldman on the *global financial crisis* using *Academic Search Premier* database gives this results screen:
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Selecting the **Find it** link for the article may take you to the full text.
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Select the **Full text available via ...** link for the full text.
In another example, in Academic Search Premier we searched for the article Hourcade, JC & Shukla, P 2013, 'Triggering the low-carbon transition in the aftermath of the global financial crisis', Climate Policy (Earthscan), vol. 13, pp. 22-35.

No full text option appeared using Find it but links are provided to other options that may help you to access the article.

FAQs

Why does the Find it link open to a journal's home page?
Find it may link to the journal home page rather than to the exact article because some publishers only offer this option. You will need to find the article from the journal’s contents list.

If I’m off campus, will I be able to use Find it?
Yes. As long as you are an enrolled UniSA student you can use Find it. You will need to log in with your student username and password.

When I select the Find it link nothing happens. What’s going on?
It may be that the link is to a recently published article which has not been uploaded. It could also be caused by your computer’s settings which cause pop ups to be blocked. If available use the Report an error link to report any problems.

What can I do if Find it doesn’t find it?
- Check the Library Catalogue, or the library catalogues of the other universities to see if they have the journal.
- If you are a staff member or Research Degree student you may be able to request the resource via the Document Delivery and Interlibrary Loans Service.
- Try search engines like Google Scholar, OAlster or Scirus to locate your journal article.

For further information about Library resources and services visit: www.library.unisa.edu.au/